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ABSTRACT 
 
Successful setting of prices is one of the most crucial challenges faced by companies. 
Electronic commerce (EC) have come a long way to see how companies manage their 
pricing issues, to attract consumers and satisfy their desires in terms of purchases and re – 
purchases online. Different companies adopt different methods of allocating or presenting 
prices of product on line, this to a very large extent give’s an entrant to, most- successful, 
successful, close to successful and failed companies. Due this fact , this research work see  
the need to critically analyze flexible pricing mechanism that could influence consumers 
to purchase and thus create a bond between companies and consumers. So many 
researchers has carried out researches that is closely related to this fact. For example “ ( 
Mark Behrsin et al. 1994)” who explained that in today’s thinking, consumers are in the 
driving seat  of companies, explaining, they are the arbiter of  success and if they do not 
value the company and their product then they are in real trouble. So, for a company to 
excel outwardly there is need to attract consumers to patronize/purchase product and thus, 
have an after- effect of maximum satisfaction. One of the basic thing that give attraction 
is price, though other factors are involved, like services, quality, brand , e.t.c which in 
most cases, are fixed factors  that enhances what  determines price and can be 
insignificant. 
 
 Informatively, the idea behind presenting these prices in a flexible manner enhances 
consumer’s attention and willingness to carry out purchases on line. This thesis work is 
going to evaluate the flexible pricing mechanism and how they influence consumer’s 
decision to purchase on the internet compare to stable prices adopted by physical stores. 
According to “(Carl Shapiro et al. 1999)”; there are lots of price flexibility when 
information of products are sold, and are highly tuned to customers interests on line. In 
this sense, information of product are sold to consumers through so many ways, which 
are; personalization/customization, auctions, sales, promotions and so on. These flexible 
pricing mechanisms are going to be critically examined with past literatures that are of 
related relevance to this subject area. Thus, for critical evaluation, flexible pricing 
practiced by companies on the internet will be compared with stable prices, then what 
consumers see as best option will be deduced as part of the conceptual development of 
this research work. Hence, this research work is one of the studies carried out strictly with 
an explorative research methodology which is an aspect of qualitative methodology, and 
is adopted for the better understanding of the research area.  
 
Key words – Price, Price flexibility, Consumer purchasing behaviour, E -commerce 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
 INTRODUCTION 
 
This aspect provides an overview of the research direction. It entails the background and 
other concept that is significant to the research topic. More so, other information like 
problem discussion, research question, is made known in this chapter. Thus, the constitute 
of chapter one give’s an insight of what the thesis is all about. 
 
1.0 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
 
Growth in e- commerce possibilities is sweeping through the global world and business 
has totally been revolutionized due to these internet innovations. Apart from this point of 
view of its effect, it also diversifies its usefulness/impact on other aspect of human 
activities which create opportunity for more development and recreation. Khosrow – Pour 
(2006), explains that, electronic commerce (EC) field is a diverse one, involving many 
activities, organization units, and technologies, and it encompasses a frame work of so 
many content among which is consumer services. Peter Rucker 2002 in “(Efraim Turban 
el at, 2004 and 2006)” explains e- commerce as a world wide distribution channel for 
goods, service and surprisingly for managerial and professional job. Is profoundly 
changing economics, he explained, markets and industry structure, products and services 
and their flows; consumer segmentation, consumer values and consumer behavior. 
Further more, many commentators explained e- commerce as all electronically mediated 
transaction between an organization and any third party it deals with “(Dave Chaffey, 
2004, Pg. 7)”. 
 
Efraim Turban el at, (2006) in his further explanation, said e –commerce can be seen from 
the perspective of communication, service, commercial (trading) learning etcetera. We 
can observe that all the definitions boils down to the same perspective of what e-
commerce is about. E-commerce as we need to know is a widely discussed subject. It has 
so many aspect which include; Business to Business (B2B), Business to consumer (B2C), 
consumer to business (C2B) and so on,  but this thesis work is going to concentrate its 
emphasis on Business to Consumer. 
 
Business to consumer B2C is the most growing one where companies do business with 
consumers online. A major success factor of B2C is to find what consumer’s desire in 
terms of service, quality, and price “(Ephraim Turban el at, 2008)”. Indeed, there is 
empirical evidence supporting the notion that the consumer’s price evaluation is affected 
by contextual factors such as the form in which the pricing information is provided “( 
Lichtenstein and Bearden 1998)”. What determines price in most cases is the quality, 
quantity, brand to mention a few. Consumers will be fulfilled in an aspect of making 
purchases if these prices are flexible. In the 1970’s / 80s price flexibility was basically 
explained from the perspective of only demand and supply and the purchase avenue of 
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consumers at that time, was through physical stores. For example “(Jessie Vee Coles 
1978)” explains that the flexibility in price depends on the elasticity of demand for 
products most especially branded product. He went further to say that, if demand is 
relatively inelastic , if there are no substitute, considerable inelasticity will result. Thus, 
most of the physical stores that existed then, even now, operated stable prices techniques 
in carrying out their sales operation. But now and days, it has gone above seeing it from 
that plat form only because we are living in a global world where electronic commerce is 
the order of the day in doing business around the world. “(Micheal J. Thomas, 1989)” 
explains price flexibility as an enabling mechanism that stimulates the creation of desired 
products in a given market and for a given price, there is a level of quantity demanded and 
this represents the degree to which the consumer is prepared to accede to prices imposed 
by the producer/seller and make preference. In this sense, the consumers make a choice 
by evaluating the total cost of product at preference and proceed with purchases. Also, 
“(M . Bichler et al. 2008)” in his research stated that flexible pricing include both 
differential pricing in which different buyers may receive different prices based on 
expected valuations, and dynamic pricing mechanism, such as auctions,  where prices and 
conditions are based on bids by market participants.  Further more, “(Carl Shapiro el at. 
1999)” explains that there are lots of price flexibility when information of products are 
sold and are highly turned to consumer’s interest. Thus, we can see that the definitions of 
pricing flexibility by these different researchers have similar components. On the basis of 
these definitions, Carl Shapiro most especially, will this thesis work be analyzed. 
 
Informatively product information are sold to consumers through so many ways, among 
which are; personalization/customization, auctions, sales, promotions e.t.c. Consumers get 
these information through the internet, using screen – to – face  interaction process to  
communication. In most cases, consumers will not have any reason to communicate 
through the internet, when there is no need to purchase rather acquire information about 
the prices of certain products. So, price is what brings the consumer and the seller to a 
meeting point and thus  part of what enhances the consumer’s purchasing behaviour, 
which is, whether to buy or not. Though, some other criteria to purchase are considered, 
like, service, quality, brand, value e.t.c. and some of these criteria’s encompasses what 
determines the price and tend to be fixed variable of a product existence. “Paul. P. Maglio 
( 2000) ” explains in his research work that, the primary importance of price cannot be 
overlooked. Though not the sole parameter determining a purchase but plays a central role 
in consumer decision to purchase. So at the consideration of other determinants of 
purchases , prices is prioritize  at the point – of – purchase ( POS) which determines what 
will be obtained as exchange for payment. Furthermore, Guttman et al. 1998 in “(Ephraim 
Turban el at, 2008)” explain that on-line buyer’s decisions are explained in three boxes, 
which are; prices, shipping and finance. But this research work is going to concentrate on 
price. As consumers purchase on-line in response to certain price dispositions, vendors 
use that opportunity to learn and understand consumer’s behaviour and thus strategies 
effectively, pricing information. Markellou et al. in “(Ephraim Turban el at. 2004)” says 
in his book that one of the key to build an effective customer relationship is to understand 
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consumer behaviour. Also “( Jarvenpaa and Todd, 1996 – 1997 )” explained that 
consumer purchases behavior online are influenced by product perceptions, the attribute 
of shopping experience, pricing issues, consumer service and consumer risk. So knowing 
what a consumer can afford at certain point in time gives companies ideal on how to 
personalize more/new products , prices and price change of products, the price at which 
bids for auction will start, when to carry out sales and when to do promotions.  These 
flexible pricing avenues enhances more sales of product by companies and motivate 
consumers to carry out purchase and re – purchases. Drawing upon theories from 
technology acceptance, researchers have focused on using individuals beliefs such as 
usefulness and ease of use for predicting the extent to which consumers purchase online 
“(Chen , Gillenson and Sherell 2002 )” . For example a consumer might be interested in a 
particular brand of chocolate but cannot afford it at that point in time due to price, but as 
soon as  prices are reduced through, may be, auction, sales or promotion ; that consumer 
in question will want to have as much as he/she want. Why? Because the price is now 
flexible.  
 
 More so, consumer behaviour online can also be seen as the concept of how consumers 
allocate income to purchases of products on line. This concept explains how consumers 
indicate; choose a combination of product that will maximize the satisfaction they want to 
achieve, given a limited budget and income. Therefore, the paramount goal of any attempt 
to sway the consumer must involve maximizing each consumer’s feelings in term of price 
and other satisfaction.  
 
To be more emphatical, price flexibility can be explained in my own words, as a pricing 
arrangement that captures considerable value of products which is accessible and thus 
instigate consumers to evaluate their demands and make a choice of purchase. In this 
sense, prices of products are tuned to individual customer, given them the priority to make 
preference on what they can afford at point of purchase. Companies like, Amazon, eBay, 
yahoo apply one or two if not all of these flexible pricing mechanism.  
 
1.1         PROBLEM DISCUSSION 
 
 
In most traditional companies, were brick – and mortal businesses are carried out, 
consumers conduct transactions either face – to – face, with the phone (store clerks), 
account managers, individuals, e.t.c. In contrast,  today’s  business where the world is 
now global, the customer interface in electronic environment is “ screen – to – face 
interaction process, which demands a device means of PC – base monitors, ATM 
machines, individual Laptops or other electronic device to mention a few.  Thus, this is 
the only communication means between the organization and the consumers, so it places 
enormous responsibility on the organization to capture and represent the customers 
experience, because there is often no opportunity for direct human intervention during the 
encounter. So it give’s an avenue for a question, which is ; “Does this interface serve as a 
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sure avenue to reveal prices which can as well influence consumers and complete 
purchase without disruption”.  Also “How do these companies who are flexible in prices 
(  personalized/ customize, carry out auctions, sales promotion) online differ from 
companies who  give stable/fixed pricing information’s?”   These to an extent,  serves as a 
great concern for this research and thus lead to the following research questions below. 
 
 
1.2        RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
- In what way does price flexibility have an impact on consumer behaviour? 
- Which is most appreciated by consumers “Flexible prices” or “Stable Prices?” 
- Does company’s attitude in implementing prices enhances any relationship bond 
 between them and consumers? 
 
 
1.3         PURPOSE 
 

- To address how pricing arrangement made by companies motivate purchases 
on line. 

- To investigate the nature of pricing flexibility on consumer satisfaction during 
purchase also to know which one is must preferable. “ Stable Prices” or 
“Flexible Prices” 

 
1.4          LIMITATION 
 
The dissertation concentrates on e-commerce between companies and consumer. In other 
words is an aspect of e-commerce that deals with business – to – consumer ( B2C. 
Informative B2C is the first contact a consumer has with a company if there is any 
tendency to purchase a product online. Basically, this study is base precisely on price 
flexibility in relation to consumer purchasing behaviour which is an area that few 
researchers have talked about. Time limitation might be a factor that could enhance less 
emphasis in the analysis which I know could be handled with concern and hard work. 
However, the thesis work is an attempt to investigate the pricing mechanism that could be 
applied consistently by companies that can influence consumer decision to purchase. 
 
It would be interesting to do survey with correspondents with possibly quite a huge 
number of interview. But to meet up with deadlines, those where laid aside and I was 
limited to use theoretical frame to analyze my research question. However, I am quite 
sure this research was critically carried out not withstanding the shortcomings of 
conducting an interview.  
 
The analytical medium of this research which was qualitative  , explorative to be precise, 
was done through the analyses of theories that is closely related to the research topic, 
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from books, journals, internet, e.t.c but I would like to say here that , due to limited time 
and financial constrain, my findings was restricted to what I am able to offer, which I 
know to the best of my knowledge is an absolute results of my research aim and 
objective. 
 
 
1.5 SYNOPSIS 
 
This thesis is arranged in six chapters. The first chapter starts with the introduction 
which covers the background that give as insight of what the thesis is all about. Also, the 
Research objective, question and purpose are contained in this chapter. The second 
chapter is theoretical frame work of the thesis. In other words it entails related literatures 
and theories of past research that is significant to this research topic. The method at which 
the research was carried out is explained in chapter three, (Research methodology).In 
chapter four I presented the theories of previous research and some selected internet 
company’s whose operations where briefly analysed. I commenced with a general 
description of how some internet companies exhibit flexible pricing techniques to 
enhance consumer purchases behaviour, and also brought up stable pricing technique 
mostly practiced by physical stores and exemplify consumer preference between the latter 
and the former.  The chapter ended with bringing up research model with all the factors 
that previous researchers have brought up in collaboration with present internet 
companies method of pricing information which I find relevant to buttress my research 
aim and objective. However, secondary data plays a big part, where previous researches 
and articles where use to  explain the situation. Chapter five, gives the explanation of my 
research findings and result analysis which emerged from conceptual development of 
theoretical frame work. It thus, extend to the my conclusion of the research work. Finally, 
Chapter six entails the summary, implication of the theoretical analysis was reflected on, 
and recommendation for further studies was states. The overview of this thesis is 
presented diagrammatically below as follows; 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
2.0 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
This aspect gives the reader the basis of price flexibility in relation to consumer 
purchasing behaviour – its scope and relevant areas that could be attached to the research 
topic. 
 
2.1 INTERNET HISTORY 
 
The concept of the internet emerged in the early 1960s as a way for the U.S Department 
of Defence to maintain communications which was wiped out by a nuclear attack. In 1962 
, Paul Barran Corporation conceived an underlining packet switching technology that later 
became the mandatory standard TCP/IP (Transmission control protocol / internet Protocol 
) for the internet “(Jeffrey F. Rayport et al. 2001)”. 
 
In 1969 the Advance Research Agency was introduced (ARPA) that lead to the creation 
of ARPANET and the purpose was to build a net where researchers at different 
universities would be able to talk to each other ( Trepper 2000) .This eventually splinted 
in 1983 into MILNET (Military Network ) leaving ARPANET for the civilian sector  
“(Jeffrey F. Rayport et al. 2001)”. 
 
ARPANET was renewed in the mid 80’s and it was called NSFNET (National Science 
Foundation Network). During that period many Americans and European University 
networks had been connected to the original ARPANET “(Sisson, 2000)”. 
 
In 1989 Physicists at the Switzerland – base  CERN ( European Laboratory for particle 
Physics), led by Tim Berners – Lee , created a more efficient way for geographically 
dispersed newsgroup to share information by defining the Hypermedia protocol  (HTTP) ( 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol ), the standard document addressing format URL ( Uniform 
Resource Locator), and the programming language HTML (Hypertext markup Language) 
and this became the basis of the World Wide Web ( www) which is now the most popular 
part of the internet “( Jeffrey F. Rayport et al. 2001)”. 
 
In the beginning of the 1990’s the World Wide Web (www) was in used and this allow 
computer to access multimedia e.g. text document, graphics material, videos e.t.c. In 1993 
a new piece of software called “Mosaic” was developed which was lead by a team of 
Marc Anderson, a 22 year old student at the University of Illinois , and it was the first 
internet  browser software. This software serves as an interface that allow users of 
windows-based PC, Apple Macintoshes e.t.c “ ( Jeffrey F. Rayport et al.2001)”. 
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In 1994 “Netscape” was developed by the same team, a web browser equipped with 
search engine. They adopted pricing and marketing policies that gave NETSCAPE a near 
monopoly among users in a short period of time. Other browsers were introduced, like 
internet explorer by Microsoft which was the most prominent. Also, with the integration 
of web browser, many website facilitate key words search from which some browsers 
were developed for example Yahoo!. More so, some internet company’s attracted visitors 
by advertising into a link on the home page of a search engine. This is a tactic, widely 
used by t he Amazon.com “( N. Bandyo – Panhyay (2002)”.  
 
Most companies have their own homepage now and in the majority of the cases 
predictable for examples “ebay”  www.ebay.com (always followed by http://).This enable 
a consumer to access a website directly without the need for a search. Today, I will say 
the internet is available for everyone who wishes to use it all over the world. The internet 
and the www started another revolution by stimulating profound changes in business 
world “(Reid 1997 in N. Bandyo – Panhyay 2002 )”.Today’s internet has not only brought 
technology but has also affected the way thing s are done differently in the wider world; 
Universities  now can teach a group of international situated student, teams of dispersed 
employees can work on a project using groupware running on the internet , multinational 
companies can transfer its manufacturing base to countries with a cheaper cost of labour 
and keep in contact with them and ordinary people can communicate with friends and 
relatives world – wide  without having to pay large/no bills for that purpose, transaction 
can be conducted at ease between individuals/group, prices and products can be accessed 
and compared, to mention a few. It diversified innovations and incentive are so numerous 
and as brought so much advantage to the world and its occupant. 
 
In today’s business world, the internet has taken almost all the diversification, the root of 
most changes in the business world is a drive towards consumer power, in that case, 
consumers rather than products are the focus of today’s organization “(N. Bandyo – 
Panhyay 2002)”. These days the market of products is now saturated and the winning 
strategies lie in company’s ability to attract consumers. Thus, consumers are now in a 
position to demand better services, quick and easy access to information (which could be 
prices for product, its differentials, comparism, brands e.t.c). In short, internet has 
facilitate the delivery of such services on one hand and on the other hand has subjected 
company’s in an environment of instability, whereby a company who is unable to meet 
such demands is unable to compete ( Win – win strategic concept ). Well , today’s 
internet has not only revolutionized the way business are conducted, but has also brought 
about many concept among which is, the relationship between business and consumers, 
which is built on the bottom line of ecommerce improvement. The diversification of 
ecommerce erupted so many activities which were built as a frame for its usefulness. 
However, this frame work according to Efraim Turban el at. (2008) will be shown 
diagrammatically below; 
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Figure 2.1 : A frame work of Electronic Commerce. 
Source : Efraim Turban el at. (2008) Page 7. 
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2.2 SHORT STORY LINE OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE. 
 
 When the internet became commercialized and users were flocking to participate in 
the World Wide Web in the early 1990s the term electronic commerce was coined. It’s  
application where first developed in the 1970s with innovation such as electronic fund 
transfer. Then the electronic data interchange ( EDI) came up. The EDI enlarged the pool 
of participating companies from financial institution to manufacturers, retailers, services, 
and other type of business “(Efraim Turban el at. 2008)” . The reason to why it was 
implemented was because it was a simple way to automatize purchases. Apart from that, 
it was an effective way to allow stores to link their suppliers to their stock database. This 
requires an expensive private network connection between the two trading partners  
“( Percival – Straunik, 2001)”. 
 
Informatively, the evolution of e-commerce includes three generation. At the first 
generation, systems were connected and files could be sent from one system to another. 
During the second generation the new technology and internet made it possible for both 
companies and consumers to purchase on the internet. During third generation different 
value chains were connected to each other. Then trading communities arose and resources 
where shared like the system for planning production inventory “( Fredholm, 2002 )”. 
 
E- Commerce is a form of online business relationships which can exist through the 
whole process of buying and selling. The scope of electronic buying and selling became a 
viable option for almost any firm and e-commerce became common in business 
terminology. Due to this popularity many companies jumped on the bandwagon by 
apparently offering their services online; most of the website essentially provides 
information on the products they sold. “( N. Bandyo – Panhyay (2002)” 
 
As the existence of E-commerce grew older, it’s development  ceased to remain within 
the limits of buying and selling of consumer goods. It has forced senior managers to 
rethink the way a business uses technology for better success. Thus, the www has 
questioned the meaning and value of information and technology which led to an 
examination of the relationship between the two. For example business can find it 
advantages to trade information as in the case of priceline.com. “(N. Bandyo – Panhyay 
2002)”. 
   
The introduction of e-commerce also involves the use of inter technologies. This 
technology is used to develop an infrastructure, whose effect enables a company to share 
its information resources with business partners and consumers both on a local and global 
level. With these technologies companies also provide improved services and subject 
them to achieve competitive advantage. To this effect, most companies now and days see 
the need to review their goals, re-invent business process, and introduce new 
methodologies in respect to opportunities and challenges in other to participate in e-
commerce.  
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Hoque (2000) in “(N. Bandyo – Panhyay 2002)” described a company’s transformation in 
the internet age as an evolutionary process of four phases, which are brochureware, e – 
commerce, e- business, and finally e – enterprise. 
  
According to Bandyo - Panhyay, the brochureware stage started in the middle of the 
1990s when a large number of companies introduce website which was no more than an 
electronic catalogue. From history, some companies have moved up the scale while some 
others stayed stuck at the initial phase, just as the establishment of an operational 
infrastructural creates the framework for a company’s journey through this phase. He 
went further to explain e-commerce era as the beginning of the dotcom period and the 
B2C business models. This stage was marked by the proliferation of “start – up” such as 
amazon.com and priceline.com which entered the on-line business world selling product 
and services directly to consumers, and some other companies followed suit. However, it 
was an attempt to create a web presence and make provision for value added services in 
order to promote, sell on line, and maintain a healthy customer base. 
 
Commerce Net , the industry consortium of companies which use, promote and build e-
commerce solutions on the internet explained e-commerce “ as the use of internet to 
transform business relationships which goes far beyond buying and selling on – line . In 
this sense, information can also be shared within and across organizations boundaries, 
new relationships are developed between businesses and as well as between business and 
customers. A large number of firms began to see the potential of the internet for B2B 
applications and this was what started the e- business era with a drive towards 
technological use to strengthen core business processes. Just as so many organizations 
began to see information as a major business resource and considered its management as 
one of the most important functions. 
 
Further more companies learnt to focus on information and knowledge management as an 
essential element of over all objectives of their businesses. In due course, development 
information and communications technology kept pace in an attempt to support this new 
era. During this stage, many companies began to apply the philosophy of e- business to 
build a business model necessary to support both B2B and B2C applications. Commerce 
Net called this stage the enterprise phase; where the internet technologies are used to 
perform B2B business activities  necessary to support their core competencies  as well as 
to provide on – line customer services which is typically of B2C e-commerce. By the end 
of twentieth century, many large companies such as banks entered this era. Subsequently 
with increase in maturity of technology and business model, rapid changes in business 
environment came up. Hence, B2B companies will increasingly adapt their establishment 
infrastructure  in the bricks and mortal world to embrace a B2C model on one hand and 
B2C companies  will enlarged their philosophy  of consumer – centered model to 
encompass B2B activities on the other hand “( N. Bandyo – Panhyay 2002)”.  
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Figure 2.2 : The four phases of e-commerce 
(Source: Hoque (2000)“( N. Bandyo – Panhyay 2002)” 
 
2.3 SOME BUSINESS MODELS IN E-COMMERCE. 
 
As explained earlier ,electronic commerce on the basis of the internet is set to become a 
significant way of doing business, however new set of ecommerce today are being piloted 
in many sectors of the industry for Business to Business , Business to Consumer and 
Business – Public Administration “( Paul Timmers 1998  )”. Further more, he explained 
that a business model is an architecture for products, services and information flows 
(which could be prices/ brand) , including a description of the various actors,  potential 
benefits of various business actors and revenue sources. From the observations of internet 
businesses,  information and technology enables a wide range of business models, 
technology provides no guidance for selecting new models but  its development can lead 
to definition of new models, so the capability of state of the art technology stand as a 
criterion to model selection. Enlisted and explained below, are some business models 
stated by Paul Timmers (1998). 
 
E – SHOPS 
 
  E – Shops are seen as a web marketing environment for  company via the internet. In 
most cases, this is done to promote the company, its products and services rendered by the 
company. Added to companies activities, there is possibility to access product, prices, 
order and pay. In this sense, there will be increase demands, a low – cost  route to global 
presence, and cost reduction through promotions and sales. So, consumers can benefit 
lower /alternative prices compare to traditional offer. Due to this fact, there will be wider 
choice,  bunch of information and convenience of selecting /optimizing price. 
Furthermore, buying and delivering including 24 hours services is made available. In 
most cases seller’s revenue are from reduced cost of product, increase sales and 
advertising, so this is why there is need for prices to be flexible so sales can be 
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maximized. Examples of companies that operate e-shops are ; ebay, Amazon and so many 
others. 
 
THIRD PARTY MARKET PLACE 
 
This model is applicable when companies wish to leave the web marketing to a 3rd  party 
market place. In this case, they offer a user interface to the suppliers product catalog 
where they add features like ;  brand, price, payment, logistics, ordering and most of all 
the full scale of secure transaction. Any consumer who want to purchase a product at a 
third party market place will have access to full information from the original seller.  An 
example of third market place provider is Fedex who renders virtue orders and many 
others. 
 
VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES 
 
Virtual community companies normally provide an environment were members which are 
consumers add their information after making purchases. This information serves as the 
ultimate value of virtual communities companies.  Informatively , these companies can be 
an add-on to other marketing operators in order to build customer loyalty , responses and 
feedback “( Hagel et al 1997 )”. Amazon is an example of a virtue company who deals on 
books and other products through the internet. New services and opportunities of other 
business models like e-malls, collaboration platform etcetera  are results of additional 
functions of virtual companies 
 
VALUE – CHAIN SERVICE PROVIDER. 
 
 This model concentrates on specific functions for the value chain such as electronic 
payments. Banks, for example have position them selves in this model quiet a long time 
ago. Also, new approaches are emerging in production / stock management where by, 
intermediaries offers specialized and fin – tuned production to companies. An example of 
value chain service provider is UPS ( www.ups.com )  
 
E – AUCTIONS 
 
Electronic auction is not only seen as a model but is also seen as a pricing mechanism in 
dynamic pricing approach. It offers an implementation of bidding mechanism. E - 
auctions can be accompanied by multimedia presentation of product and prices. Most 
often , they are restricted to this single finality which also include integration of the 
bidding process with contracting payment and delivery. Hence it gives great benefit to 
both supplier and buyers by saving time and cost may be, for transportation until the deal 
has been established. Consumer see it as avenue to make purchase, because apart from the 
time it saves it them gives an opportunity to go for the product with the price they can 
afford. 
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2.4       BUSINESS TO CONSUMER ECOMMERCE (B2C)  
 
Business to consumer electronic commerce (addressed as B2C hence in this thesis) among 
other category of ecommerce is the most growing one where companies do business with 
consumer online. Though is a small aspect of Business to Business, refers to exchange 
between business and consumers. Examples of companies that operate their business with 
this kind of ecommerce are; Amazon ( www.amazon.com ) , Yahoo! ( www.yahoo.com ), 
eBay ( www.ebay.com ) , price line ( www.priceline.com ), Dell (www.dell.com ) and so 
on. 
 
 In this aspect of ecommerce, all sales activities, consumer search, frequently ask question 
are typically tracked on line “(Jeffrey F. Rayport et al. 2001 )”. Many companies have 
been able to extend their businesses in a successful way on the internet, while some 
actually have gone into bankruptcy. In other words, B2C EC can also be explained as the 
concept of retailing and e- tailing, which implies sales of goods and services to individual 
consumers online. Internet, companies try to strategies flexible pricing mechanism that 
could be used in reaching consumers, large numbers to be precise. Thus, one of these 
mechanisms is catalog sales which from history are one of the oldest means practiced by 
companies to carry out sales. Catalogue sales personalized to consumer offers consumers 
a relief from the constrain of space and time, also it free retailers, from the need of 
physical stores through which they can distribute products. 
 
Retailing conducted over the internet is called electronic retailing (e-tailing) which can be 
conducted through auctions. It makes it easier for manufacturers to sell directly to 
consumers cutting out intermediary. For example companies like Dell, ebay, Staples, wal 
– mart and many others are into direct to consumer internet business “(Efraim Turban el 
at. 2008)”. 
 
These internet companies uses different mechanisms to  relate information of products to 
consumers and these mechanisms enhances how flexible they are in prices among other 
things. More so, the core knowledge of these companies relates specifically to retail sales, 
for example knowledge related to mix of product and prices desired by consumers. Hence 
this integrative knowledge serves as a link between retailers and consumers. The 
information of products that are sold to consumer does not only enhance purchases it also 
give companies an ideal of consumer buying habit. With the ideal companies will target 
more/better selling and thus improve on the way the products and prices are implemented. 
In other to capitalize on the potential of the internet, existing bricks and mortal and 
catalogue mail order companies need to alter their integrative knowledge via their 
implementation of prices on product and the entire company management as a whole.  
 
Antecedents for B2C success explored by past studies underscore supporting consumers 
at each step of their interaction with EC. Convenient access to information in the process 
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of purchasing is suggested in the intelligent phase of Simon’s decision making model “( 
Butler and Peppard  1998, kalakota and whinston 1997, Simon 1977 )”. When consumers 
find online shopping to be convenient, time efficient and price saving they will be 
satisfied with the general effectiveness and efficiency of electronics purchase channels. 
Just as they will find purchase experience gratifying if online vendors are responsive to 
prices differentiation, comparism, concerned and reliable during shopping process and 
subsequent interaction with them “(Paul A Pavlou 2003)”. 
 
  
2.5       PRICING ISSUES    
 
Pricing issues in purchases is a factor that should not be underestimated; some researches 
lay more emphasis on other factors that enhances purchases and give little or no attention 
to pricing. The entails of product information carry’s a lot of attribute parameter 
depending on the individual consumer. In other words it depends on what the consumer 
sees as important about the information of a product that give’s a first attraction to 
shopping. Then, the price is another aspect that influence or serve as a preference, rather 
instigate the consumer to purchase. According to Joan Morris and Paul  P. Magilo (2000) 
in their research, they explained that price is a parameter of buying decision that cannot 
be overlook. They went further to explain that when a parameter is ranked more important 
than price in making purchases decision, then it value is considered to be a requirement 
for purchase, but if the parameter is ranked less important than price, then acceptable 
range can be seen as preference rather that requirements. Thus, price is a general 
determinant mostly for consumers that are price sensitive. 
 
Now and days, most internet companies has seen the need to make prices as flexible as 
much as they can. They do this , by designing and pricing product through 
personalization/customization, Auctioning, promotions, and so on, in a way that matches 
consumers need/desire and thus  give them opportunity to make preference. These 
actually give their business a value. If information of products sold are highly tuned to 
consumers interest, then, there is a lot of pricing flexibility “(Carl Shapiro el at. 1999)”.  
 
2.5.1 FLEXIBLE PRICING MECHANISM  
 
 The word “Flexibility” can be view from so many perspectives and can also be 
seen as an adjective that can be used to qualify anything that can be bend, adjusted, 
adaptable etcetera . In this research work, it is seen from the perspective of how 
information of products and prices are tuned. Thus, the process is what enhances how it is 
highly tuned to consumer interest.   For a company to succeed and excel with sale of 
products, there is need to create a unique information resource that consumer can access 
and be influenced. Some consumers are very sensitive to prices why some are not , so for 
total sales to climb the maximum height, the response of both the sensitive and the none 
sensitive consumer to prices is significant to purchases.  Even if there is good fortune to 
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dominate a market and don’t have to worry about competitors, there is still the need to 
worry about pricing, since the company’s product need to be priced in a way that 
maximizes their value. “(Carl Shapiro et al. 1999)”. Also M. Bichler et al. 2002 explained 
in his research that most often companies uses price mechanism like, personalization, 
targeted promotion, customer loyalty programs, in other to distinguish their product from 
those of their competitors and thus, increase purchases and establish customer 
relationships. 
  
Flexible prices mechanism can be explained through; personalization/customization, 
Auctions, Sales, Promotions as mention earlier. These will be explained individually 
below as follows: 
 
* PERSONALIZATION/ CUSTOMIZATION 
 
Personalization refers to the matching of services, products, advertising content to 
individuals, and their preferences “(Efraim Turban et al. 2008)”. Also Carl Shapiro et al. 
(1999) explained that as the internet makes it easy to personalize product, it also makes it 
easy to personalize prices. Personalized pricing is mainly used by some internet 
companies. These product and prices that are personalized, passes an  information to the 
consumer in question of available offers. Mail – order catalogs for instance, often arrive 
with a stapled insert announcing “special offers” of one form or another, some times these 
offers can be sent with different prices to different consumers, for example a particular 
special offer can be premium price. “(Carl Shapiro et al. 1999)”. 
 
Sometimes vendors offer’s different prices to consumers with an attempt to discover price 
responsiveness of the individual, on the other hand  could probably have an ideal of the  
price responsiveness of the consumer and just making quick sales. With this, the 
consumers find it easy and convenient to access product(s) and decide whether to 
purchase or not, not withstanding which ever motive is behind it.  
 
Customization is a process that can be term as personalization and it can be initiated by 
the user or by the organization. Hence some web allow users to specify their preferences 
in content selection and personalized tools. The slight difference is that customized 
information carry’s the same content that is past to many consumers, but when it is 
personalized,  the content could be different depending on what the company see as the 
individual consumers interest. In a nut shell, the display of this information makes 
consumers in most cases to see the reason to purchase even when it is not plan. 
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* AUCTIONS 
 
Auction is one of the most marketing mechanism in ecommerce that consumer see as an 
avenue to make purchases. The flexibility offered by online auction trading offers 
innovative market process for many products. Major online auction company such as 
eBay offers consumer product “(Turban King el at. 2008)”. In this aspect of flexibility, 
prices are not fixed but fluctuate as supply and demand in the market change. Auction can 
be seen from four different categories which are; one buyer - one seller, one seller- many 
buyers, one buyer – many potential sellers (reverse option also know as request for quotes 
and name your own price) , Many sellers- Many buyers. What ever category, it involves 
selling by opting for prices of certain products through bidding and eventually the 
consumer with the highest bid purchases the commodity. Informatively, to post an item 
for bid, sellers have to decide the minimum bid amount, the bid increment, and the 
reserve price. Hence, if there is accessibility of history of completed auctions, the 
transacted prices can be a benchmark for buyer’s bidding strategy or the minimum 
acceptable for any seller “(Efraim Turban et al. 2008)”. Consumer uses this avenue to 
purchase with convenient prices and companies use this avenue to increase or lay off – 
some products. For example priceline.com present consumers request to sellers, who fill 
as much of the guaranteed demanded as they wish at prices and term requested by buyers. 
 
* PROMOTION 
 
Promotion comes in different forms, company’s can use sales (limited time reduction in 
price), product distribution without cost and so on. Sales is when prices of products are 
reduce over a certain period of time. Some internet companies use these techniques in 
most cases to know consumers that are price sensitive so they can tailor and adjust prices 
according to purchasing behaviour of the consumer. Some companies give out a product 
free when carrying out promotions. They do this most often to attract buyers, for example, 
Dealer Net, who sell’s new and used cars demonstrated a new way of doing business; it 
started a virtual car show room on the internet and it let individuals visit dozens of 
dealership and view prices and features, it abide to this as a revolutionary way of selling 
cars to get people’s attention. Dealer Net gave away a car over the internet. This 
promotion, unique at the time, received a lot of media attention and was a total success “ 
(Efraim Turban et al. 2008)” . Today’s promotions are regular event on thousand of 
website and it goes a long way to instigate consumers to purchase . 
 
*SALES 
 
Most companies are eager to increase purchases and also retain their customers. In doing 
this they foster loyalty which boost the appeal of their ecommerce website and in turn 
increases sales. Analyses have shown that customer loyalty is improved and a higher 
number of purchases are made when an additional sales channel such as e- commerce 
website is offered (Smith (2002). By taken this ideal one step further and simply 
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satisfying customers buying needs, companies can improve personalized content and 
offers that make consumer want to carry out purchases “( Alan D. Smith 2006)” 
 
More so, pricing in the electronic market is a key factor of purchases that cannot be 
underestimated. The advent of the internet and electronic commerce has greatly impacted 
the way companies price their product and services and has allowed more price flexibility  
based on consumer characteristics, or dynamically determined based on supply and 
demand. Other pricing techniques adopted by internet companies are : 
 
Price differentiation. 
 
  Price differentiation which can also be term as first degree price discrimination 
explains a situation where company’s sell different units of out put for different prices and 
the prices may differ from one person to another. This can also be seen from the 
perspective of personalize prices “(Carl Shapiro el at. 1999)”. Informatively, catalogs 
were the first step in this direction. Over the past few years companies have put their 
products catalogs on web pages in order to make them widely available. Sometimes, 
electronic catalogs carry’s fixed offers in form of fixed list prices, hence search engines 
and shopping carts make it easy for consumers to compare these offers and their prices 
before they carry out purchases. By differentiating products, suppliers can decrease the 
substitutability of their products and services and customized offers to the requirement of 
specific consumers or market segment and consumers see it as an advantage to purchase 
at that point in time.  
 
 Price differentiation is successfully achieved by exploiting differences in consumer 
valuation such as volume discounts, group pricing e.t.c. This discrimination strategy 
requires detailed consumer information and independent billing and is also described as 
third – degree price differentiation. Also there is second degree price differentiation 
where by producer sell different units of output for different prices, but every individual 
who buys the same amount of product pays the same price.  
 
Dynamic pricing 
 
Auctions and competitive bidding which is sometimes referred to dynamic pricing 
mechanisms help to find prices of products where the true value is not know. In an 
auction, a bid – taker offers a product to two or more potential bidders whose bids 
indicate  how much they are willing to pay for the products. Thus, any well defined set of 
rules for determining the term of an exchange of something for money can reasonably be 
classified as an auction “( M. Bichler et al. 2002)” . 
 
 These mechanisms create optimal result for buyers by making provision of prices that is 
affordable for certain products and enhances maximum sales to  sellers. Internet 
companies like eBay and many others, successfully run live auctions where consumers 
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outbid one another for certain products.  But , in  traditional companies high transaction 
cost associated with dynamic pricing have limited their application to specific sectors 
such as finance, commodities and art.  
 
However the shift from fixed pricing to dynamic pricing is expected to be most evidence 
in Business to consumer electronic commerce. Bidding and other form of electronic 
pricing mechanism can be expected to be more competitive in electronic market than in 
the traditional markets. From the look of things, fixed pricing will not disappear but the 
internet is changing the balance in favour of dynamic pricing to the design of new pricing 
mechanism. 
  
Another avenues for flexible pricing is request for quotes ( RFQ) normally demanded by 
consumers. In this sense a buyer/consumer post an RFQ for a specific product meeting 
certain minimum requirement; in terms of price, product e.t.c and the seller respond with 
a single close bid, with possible subsequent negotiation. 
 
 
 
2.5 DETERMINING THE RIGHT PRICES 
 
Pricing products on the internet is complicated, especially the click – and – mortal 
companies. Prices need to be competitive on the internet and for consumers who are price 
sensitive tend to go for the most appreciated price during purchases. Comparison engines 
in today’s internet show consumers the prices at many stores for all commodity products. 
However, to avoid price conflict some companies have created independent online 
subsidiaries. Baker et al. in “ (Efraim Turban et al. 2006 )” maintain that ecommerce 
offers new opportunities to companies to test prices , segment customers , and adjust to 
change in supply and demand. The authors argued that some internet companies are not 
taking advantage of this opportunity. In this sense the companies who see the light in this 
advantage  tend to portray flexible pricing techniques which some companies are not 
adhering to. More so, companies can make prices more precise (optimal prices) , they can 
be more adaptable to changes in the environment and they can be more creative and 
accurate regarding their prices to different segment  “(Efraim Turban et al. 2008)”. This 
actually help the consumer to view and decide which price can be affordable and how 
much will accrue to selected product (s) during purchases .  
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2.5.3 ADVANTAGES OF FLEXIBLE PRICING IN COMPANIES 
  
  
Flexibility in pricing enhances more purchases, especially for those consumers that are 
price sensitive. According to Nissanoff (2006) in  “ ( Efraim Turban et al. 2008 )” auction 
culture will revolutionize the way consumers buy, sell and obtain what they want. Those 
pricing Mechanisms mentioned above have positive influence on companies’ affairs like 
sales volume. Some companies subscribe with lots of money to acquire consumers 
information simply because they see the need to personalize information to these 
individual consumers “(Carl Shapiro et al. 1999)”. However the advantages derived by 
companies are listed below as follows. 
 

- It serves as a coordination mechanism for establishing a price equilibrium, an 
example is auctions for the allocation of telecommunication bandwidth. 

 
- It serve as a highly distribution Mechanism to consumers, using auctions for 

instance, limited number of items are auctioned off by companies using the 
auction primary as a mechanism to gain attention and to attract consumers who 
are bargain hunters. 

 
- Companies can gain more customers by offering items directly. 

 
- It enhances improved customer relationship and loyalty. 

 
- It enhances maximum sales which is most of all, in this case, both consumers 

that are sensitive to prices, and the ones that are not, the zealots and the casual, 
the mature and the amateur will be willing to carry out purchases due to 
flexibility in pricing offered by company’s. According to Jeffrey F. Rayport  et 
al. 2001 a company is required to carry significantly less inventory as part of its 
supply chain and reduced inventory, leads to lower prices, more stable products 
and many other benefits.  For example a company who deals on soft ware, the 
company recognizes that consumers have different values for the soft ware: 
some can’t function without it, while other are just casual users. If prices are set 
at $60 only the zealots will buy. And if prices are set at $20, lots of casual users 
will buy, but will pass up the potential profits from selling at a high price to the 
zealots only . There is big question : which way is better to follow in fixing 
price? 

 
In response to the question; it depends on how many consumers of each type there are. 
If there are 1 million Zealots and 2 million casual, then a million people will be sold 
for, if sold at $60 and 3 million if sold  for both zealots and casuals for $20. We can 
see that from these example revenue is generated either ways, but if there are more 
than 2 million casual users the $20 percent sales price will generate more revenue 
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“(Carl Shapiro et al. 1999)”. This can be plotted in a bar chart  for emphatically 
explanation below as follows; 
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Differential pricing. 
 
 Figure 2.1:  relationship between price and sales (Source: Carl Shapiro el at. 1999) 
 The company make more sales when prices are differential than selling at a single price 
that every one cannot afford. 
 
2.5.4 ADVANTAGES OF FLEXIBLE PRICE TO CONSUMERS 
 
New  information technologies has provided true interactivity between buyers and sellers 
, this interactive element is of crucial importance, since much of business activity consist 
of interactive session nowadays ( human and technical communication , negotiation, data 
gathering e.t.c “(Efraim Turban et al. 2008)” . Angehrn (1997) says the internet is also a 
mechanism for communication, an environment for conducting transaction, and possibly a 
channel for actually delivering product and service to consumers. However information 
can be tailored to consumers requirements either by eliciting information from them or 
through the use of tracking technology. Consumer acquire lots of benefit, either in form of 
saving time, Financial status, negotiation, e.t.c. The internet allows marketers to establish 
an active dialogue with consumers which could be prices, product, brand to mention a few 
by using e-mail, online forum or more advance interactive space. This enhances lot of 
advantages to consumers among which will be listed below as follows. 
 

- It gives consumers the opportunity to find unique items and collectibles. 
 
- It gives entertainment to prospective consumers for example participant of e- 

auctions. 
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- It enhances convenient. There would not be need to travel to a certain location 
before purchases can be made. 

 
- Buyers can remain anonymous when purchasing through the internet. 

 
- It creates the possibility for finding bargains and thus opt for the price that can 

be afforded.  
 
2.6 CONSUMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
 
Successful consumer relationship management (CRM) is defined as an integrated sales, 
marketing, and service strategy that depends on coordinated actions by all departments 
within a company rather than been driven or managed by one single function department 
in a company “( Jeffrey F. Rapport 2001)”. He further to explained that, the goals of 
effective CRM are to achieve long – running customer dialogue across all consumer 
access point, to provide more effective cross – sell and up – sell, to increase customer 
retention and loyalty, to increase higher consumer profitability and to achieve higher 
response to marketing campaigns. Efraim Turban et al. (2008) explains it, as consumer 
service approach that focuses on building long - term and sustainable customer 
relationships that add value both for the customer and the selling company. How ever, in 
today’s internet world CRM has become a requirement for company’s survival and not 
only a competitive advantage.  
  
Most internet companies normally provide help features for consumers, according to Voss 
2000 in “( Efraim Turban et al. 2008 )”  there are three levels of CRM, which are : 
Foundation service, customer – centred service, value added service. Foundation services 
offered by companies include the minimum necessary service, such as site responsiveness 
services. For example how quickly and accurately the company’s sites provide product 
information to consumers like; product price and quality among other things. 
  
Customer – Centered services include; order tracing, configuration, customization, trust, 
to mention a few while value added service considers extra services, such as dynamic 
brokering, online auctions, online training and education. CRM help company’s to target 
the right customer, in terms of purchasing behaviour and price sensitivity . In order words 
CRM help companies to acquire information about price sensitive consumers, the zealots, 
the casual. With this, a better ideal on how to personalize/customized product and prices, 
specify prices for highest or lowest bid, do promotions, carry out sales and so on are 
acquired by company. Consumer relationship management is a key concept that any 
existing company cannot overlook. 
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2.7 WEBSITE DESIGN/ USABILITY 
 
A well designed web site can be seen as a proof of capability and technically competent in 
carrying out business transaction. Actually, a web site that can be navigated with ease and 
provide efficient and effective shopping/purchases information, requires certain 
reputation which can be seen as a sign to show the company is capable of fulfilling it’s 
promises. The consumer experience when interacting with product information which has 
to do with prices, quality , brands e.t.c via the internet will enhance some confidence 
about the company’s reputation. Hence , a company’s website reputation and capability 
can entices a consumer to purchase. Loshin and Murphy (1997), Trepper (2000) also 
explains that accessing the website should be easy, and communication between the two 
parties should run smoothly. Only on this plat form can internet transaction take place. 
 
On the web usability, is a necessary conditions for survival, if a website is difficult to use 
consumers are discourage and they tend to stay away. So the general look, feel , operation 
of all part of the website is significant  just as the  information like prices, products, 
etcetera  has to be consistent and understandable “( Trepper 2000)”. Moreso, Loshin et al. 
(1997) explained, it is important to provide information about the questions the consumer 
might have, which could be; Product specifications, prices, delivery information, products 
options, how to use the product, testimonies from other consumers and so on. Hence all 
information found on the website has to be correct and error – free otherwise consumers 
will perceive the site as unrealistic and unserious to be use for purchases. 
 
The quality of the user experience when interacting with the website matters a lot. 
Knowing that the site  have existed for a long time and there are evidence of purchases 
from previous/other consumers give the consumer the perception that the company is able 
to manage the online business. Companies like Yahoo!, Ebay, Amazon, are example of 
companies that have existed for a long time and has built a reputation of their internet 
services overtime to consumers worldwide.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
3.0 METHODOLOGY 
 
In this chapter, a detailed ideal on how this research was carried out is explained. In other 
words, it gives a clear understanding to the reader on how the research was conducted and 
analyzed. Thus, these explanations will be segmented into research design, data 
collection, and data analysis. 
 
3.1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Every research study considers designing, analyzing, and collection of data as a 
significant aspect in the whole process. Kuhn (1970), in “(Pervez Ghauri 2005)” 
explained that research can be considered as a process of problem solving for a specific 
problem under specific condition. Hence research method   give the author (s) a picture of 
what is been searched for and how to go about the achievement. In other words, it stands 
as a tool for evaluation and analysis. 
 
3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
A research design is a set of advance decision that makes up the master plan, specifying 
the methods and procedures for collecting and analyzing the needed information “(Burns 
and Bush, 5th Ed)”. Also, Pervez Ghauri and Kjell GrØnhaug 3rd Ed.( 2005) based 
research design into three classes according to problem structure as follows: 
 
Research design     Problem Structure 
Exploratory     Unstructured 
Descriptive     Structured 
Causal      Structured 
  
Informatively, several ways could be followed to carry out a research, but this thesis is 
going to use explorative research method. As we need to know, an explorative research 
requires skills, but the skill requirements differ. Key skill requirements in exploratory 
research are often the ability to observe, get information , and construct explanation , that 
is theorizing” ( Pervez Ghauri and Kjell GrØnhaug 3rd ED 2005)”. In other words is a 
research methodology approach, which is conducted to explore or search through a 
problem and thus provide an insights and understanding. It could also be used to 
formulate a problem, define a problem, and identify alternative courses of action, to 
isolate key variable and it’s relationship, to gain insight to develop an approach to the 
problem and to establish priorities for further research. (Malhorta, K. N. 2004). 
  
In consideration to the brief explanation above, this research is based on those key 
requirements and is thus an exploratory research. The research is carried out in an attempt 
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to formulate the relationship between some key variable which is “price” and “purchase” 
and how they affect each other to acquire a maximum height. More so, this approach of 
research methodology is an aspect of qualitative research methods, which is also the 
approach with which this research is applicable. According to Becker, et al. (1970) in “ 
(Pervez Ghauri et al. 2005 )” qualitative research is made up of certain component among 
which is; Interpretative and analytical procedure, which explains; the techniques to 
conceptualize and analyze the data to arrive at findings or theories. 
 
Hence, the rationale behind choosing qualitative approach, explorative to be precise is 
because it emphasizes on the understanding of the issues by critically examining the past 
empirical study done on/and around the research area. Besides that, it does not consume 
so much time like when interviews are conducted and also, it requires less financial 
commitment. However, compare to the time limit in writing this research work, I choose 
to use explorative research methods, so that, I will be able to meet up with dead lines.  
 
3.3 DATA COLLECTION AND SOURCE. 
 
According to Pervez Ghauri et al. (2005)  researchers need to look at several sources for 
data availability on the topic area of study, once these sources have been located , then 
there is need to look for data on their specific research problem and make judgment on, 
weather the information available can be used or not. However, to collect data there are 
two major sources, which are the Primary and Secondary data. 
 
3.3.1 PRIMARY DATA  
 
Primary data is most needed when secondary data is not available rather is unable to help 
give an answer to the research questions. Thus, they are original data collected by 
individuals for the research problem at hand “(Pervez Ghauri et al. 2005)”. In other 
words, data collected obtained from first hand information can also be termed as primary 
data. Actually the main benefit of gathering primary data is that, is useful to the particular 
project at hand which also is in accordance with the research question and objective that 
may not be available in any past literature. 
 
3.3.2 SECONDARY DATA 
 
Secondary data are useful not only to find research problem but also to solve research 
problem, hence they can be term as information collected from others for the purpose that 
can be different from ours “ (Pervez Ghauri et al. 2005 )”. Secondary source of data’s 
include, books , journals, articles, Online data, WebPages of firms, governments, semi – 
government  organizations catalogue and so on. Some research questions can be answered 
only through secondary data source, where no primary data collection is needed “ (Pervez 
Ghauri et al. 2005 )” .  
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3.3.3 DATA COLLECTION FOR STUDY. 
 
This research work depends on secondary data source. This is because the information 
was necessary to carry out the research work can be gotten from secondary source. Just as 
Pervez Ghauri et al. (2005) explained that secondary data are useful to solve research 
problem apart from finding research problem. Thus, the secondary data I used depend on 
information from, books , articles, search engine like ELIN and GOOGLE provided by 
BTH  , past study done around the research area. Also, key words of the thesis have been 
used to search for information on relevant areas that is of interest to the research problem. 
To develop the theoretical framework some literatures with related subject area were 
used. Furthermore, some information was gotten from the internet about some selected 
internet companies and some relevant aspect extracted to build the body of the research 
work. Informatively, most of the literature used in this thesis is relevant to the area and 
key words of research topic. Hence, different literatures on prices and purchases have 
been used in this research work. 
 
3.4 DATA ANALYSIS  
 
Data analysis is a process of analyzing the collected data, in a fairly manner. Also “ 
Pervez Ghauri et al. (2005), explains data analysis, as a process of bringing order, 
structure and meaning to the mass of collected data. According to Yin (1999), researchers 
can analyze data’s in two general strategies which are; relying on theoretical propositions 
and developing a case description. Invariably, the data for this thesis work is relying on 
theoretical proposition (conceptual frame work of references) from which some concept 
were developed that erupted my research findings.  
 
How ever, data reduction refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, 
abstracting, and transforming the data that appear in writing up field notes of transcripts. 
In the course of this thesis work, to acquire reductive data’s, in – dept study was done on 
literature of previous topics which where carefully read and re – read and key point where 
identified. 
 
To present a better analysis, narrative explanations were prepared which where also 
displayed in form of diagrams. This was used to bring closer the findings of my research 
problem and objectives, also to support and strengthen my findings with literal 
argumentation. 
 
 In a nut shell, these data’s were analyzed from the point of view of past literature, and 
also with an insight understanding, developed from internet operations in the past years 
till date. 
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CHAPTER  FOUR. 
 
4.1 PRICE FLEXIBILITY IN RELATION TO CONSUMER PURCHASING  
 BEHAVIOUR ON-LINE. 
 
Apart from the ease at which consumers access company’s web pages for the purposes of 
purchases , there are other factor among which is PRICE that stand as a convincing tool 
for consumer to purchase and be loyal. Flexible pricing brings tight integration between 
companies and consumers with capability of current update to key operational data flow 
that consumers can access and decide. Shankar et al. (2001) explained that; Consumers on 
the average state that, they act and behave as if prices is the most important factor in 
drawing them to and retaining them at a site to purchase, while ease to search, website 
performance, and product information dampen the potential impact of price, so, 
consumers do tend to use price as their primary factor in search engine and follow it up by 
buying when the prices are considerably appealing. Thus, they tend to repurchase and be 
loyal if dispositions of these prices are continuously tuned to their interest. 
 
As we need to know, auction is one of the most flexible pricing mechanism, where bids 
are made at different prices, assuming demand for product by consumers exceeds supply, 
then the prices of auctioned entity by companies rises to a level where there is no excess 
demands for product. In that case, prices of auctioned entity by companies goes down to 
maximize sales. Consumer considering the up’s and down’s of these prices has a choice 
to purchase at the point where the prices are highly tuned to their interest. Ebay is a 
perfect example of internet companies that operate auctions as a flexible/dynamic pricing 
mechanism. Other flexible pricing mechanism like personalization, sale, promotions are 
implemented by internet companies to maximize sales. For instance  personalized 
information designed by an internet company to target content to individual consumers 
based on their knowledge on individual preference, hence, consumers at preference, if 
attached to prices, make purchases when the personalized products and prices suite their 
interest. According to Pingjun Jiang et al. (2005), the fairness of prices might be the 
dominant determinant of satisfaction of consumers that will thus enhance purchases. In 
this sense flexibility in price is not an issue that should be over emphasized as a dominant 
determinant of purchasing online. 
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4.2 SOME INTERNET COMPANIES 
 
The emergence of internet has led to fast technological development such as, direct 
marketing , social networks, m-commerce, e-auctions, consumer services, e-government, 
business partnership and  so on ( See  Fig 1.1 Ecommerce frame work ).  
 
These actually have created positive impact in human existence. Also, due to internet 
advent some business owners decided to operate / create virtue companies. Informatively, 
some internet companies came up, but could not manage the process and pack up, while 
some are very successful and still in the process. Some of these successful companies are; 
Amazon , Ebay , Yahoo! Priceline!, to mention a few. Thus these companies operations 
will be analyzed briefly below as follows. 
 
AMAZON. 
 
At start of internet business, Amazon challenge was, and still remains, how to succeed 
where other have failed. It ponders on how to compete in selling consumer products 
online, showing profit and a reasonable rate of return on the huge investment it has made. 
Entrepreneur Jeff Bezos diversified his business from book sales which started in 1995 to 
a vast array of products and services, such as different categories of media, electronics, 
groceries and other merchandise to mention a few. (See the home page for more 
information “ www.amazon.com” . Amazon.com superstore has some key features, which 
are easy browsing, searching, ordering; useful product information (like prices, brand and 
so on ) , reviews , recommendation, and  personalization ; broad selection, low prices , 
secure payment systems efficient order fulfillment. 
 
Amazon offer different kinds of services and also many pricing mechanism is adopted to 
sell product information to consumers. In addition, he also hosts and operate auctions on 
behalf of individuals and small business. Consumers can use web-enabled cell phones; 
Pocket PC’s to access amazon.com and shop anywhere, anytime. However, Amazon is 
recognized as an online leader in creating sales through consumer’s relationship 
management (CRM) which are cultivated by informative marketing front ends and one – 
to – one advertisement / personalization. Informatively, the company tracks customer 
purchases histories and sends purchase recommendations via email to consumers to 
cultivate repurchases. 
 
Amazon as we need to know extends bunch of information to consumers and this 
information enhances consumer’s response by optimizing purchases. Thus, its pricing 
information is dynamically expressed and flexible. In other words, Amazon exhibit 
different kinds of pricing mechanism in carry out it products sales, for example it deals 
with auction, personalization, promotion, sales and so on. Amazon is one of the most 
successful internet company’s retailers due to its information market strategies Efraim 
Turban et al. (2008). 
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DELL 
 
The commercialization of the internet in the early 1990s and the existence of the World 
Wide Web in 1993 provided Dell with an opportunity to expand rapidly. Michael Dell 
was the founder of the company in 1985. Dell implemented aggressive online order – 
taking and opened subsidiaries at different part of the world. Apart from the from PC 
system that was designed and distributed, it also offered additional products on its web 
site. Thus, direct online marketing is Dells major electronic commerce activities where by 
it uses different tools to provide customer services around the clock. Dell provides virtue 
help desk access to technical support data and can also arrange for a live chat with a 
customer care agent. Dell’s product support includes ;  trouble shooting, user guides, 
upgrades , downloads, news, press release, FAQs , order status information my account 
page community forum ( to exchange ideals , information and experiences) , bulletin 
boards and other customer – to – customer interaction, education programmes at 
learn.dell.com and  much more. Using data mining tools Dell learns a great deal about his 
customers and attempt to make them happy by improving marketing information that are 
tuned to their interest.  
  Informatively Dell has been one of the Fortunes top five “ Most admired” companies 
since 1999  and is considered to be a clear example of EC successful company. Efraim 
Turban et al. (2008). 
 
EBAY 
 
EBay as an internet company that has grown rapidly and has become one of the most 
visited internet site by individuals, with 1.8 million unique visitors per day “ ( Peter Weill 
et al. (2001) )”. Informatively consumers of all interest and income levels have use Ebay “ 
person – to – person online business community to buy and sell product ranging from 
different categories. Ebay site is one of the best known for its auctioning activities with 
consumers. Ebay at the completion of ebay transactions, each bidder is encourage to add 
compliments or criticism to the trading profile of his or her trading partner on ebays 
“Feed back forum”. Hence, ebay feedback forum and other services, such as chat rooms, 
bulletin boards and email are designed to foster direct interaction between buyers and 
sellers with similar interest. Ebay’s internet offers promotes a sense of community among 
customers, encourages purchases, customer loyalty and repeat purchases. Among other 
things, it also offers free insurance to buyers of items and as its grew, it expanded its 
services in several direction. Ebay does not only deal with person – to – person, it also 
deals with business exchanges, where by small business market; a highly fragmented 
group of buyers and sellers meets in a fast growing business segment.  
 
 The community built up around ebay is one of the firm’s most important competitive 
advantages. Hence the relationship it builds with customers is enhanced through the use 
of chat rooms, newsletters and even merchandise bearing the ebay logo.  
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The success of ebay has led to the existence of other numerous online auction sites, for 
example Sotheby’s auctions ( www.sothebys.com)  , Manheim Auctions ( 
www.manheim.com ) e.t.c. eBay’s business model is represented diagrammatically below 
as follows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LEGEND. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 : Ebay e- business model 
Source: Place to Space (2001) 
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PRICELINE.COM 
 
Auction has variation; in the case of “name your price” which is an extension of C2B 
realm, consumer become the seller and the business become the buyer. Hence the best 
known example of this genre is price line ( www.priceline.com ) which allows consumers 
to name their own price for an item they desire to purchase. Price line collects consumer 
demand (in form of individual customer offers, guaranteed by a credit card) for a 
particular product or service at a price set by the customer, and it communicate the 
demand directly to participating sellers. Hence consumers agree to hold their offers open 
for a specified period in order to enable price line to fulfill their offers from virtual 
inventory made available by participating sellers. Offers cannot be cancelled once it is 
accepted by the participating seller. Thus, price line enable sellers to generate incremental 
revenue without disrupting their existing distribution channels or retail pricing structures. 
However the approach seems to be popular, and priceline described its services as a “ 
demand collection system” that allows consumers to save money on a wide range of 
products and services while enabling sellers to generate incremental revenue. “( Peter 
Weill et al. (2001) )” 
 
Internet companies exhibit price mechanism in different forms which enhance more 
patronage and thus increases purchases. As we have seen, the ability to provide these 
benefits can be dramatically increased through the use of the internet and other 
information technology.  
 
YAHOO! 
 
Informatively, yahoo was initially developed by David Filo and Jerry Yang, both were Ph. 
D candidates in electrical engineering at Stanford University, they started the guide in 
April 1994 as a way to keep track of their personal interests on the internet. The company 
went public in 1996 with an initial public offering (IPO). Obviously yahoo is a very 
popular portal that renders all kinds of services to consumers. Yahoo as a company who 
operates through portal has many features in its web site, among which are ; stock quotes, 
horoscopes, free e-mail, chat rooms , and so on. Yahoo! also serve as a search engine 
where  auctions are free service. Thus, the notion of the portal has evolved along with the 
internet, coming to mean not only a site from which many other sites can be reached, but 
also a site on which much can be done. 
  
Yahoo has announced that “ yahoo !”s strategy includes being the world’s largest enabler 
of transactions by providing buyers and sellers the  most diverse set of commerce services 
on the web. During the first quarter of 2000, Yahoo! enabled more than 1 billion on line 
transactions through the yahoo global networks ( Peter weil et al 2001 )  
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4.2.1 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STABLE PRICES AND FLEXIBLE PRICES 
 
Individual consumers through personalization has the ability to both increase convenient 
and maximize product utility. Broad product offerings are narrowed to consumer interest 
with price variation and alert for future promotion. So, consumer tends to enjoy flexible 
prices at convenience which the physical shop cannot offer. It is argued that the primary 
row of an online store is to provide price related information and product information to 
consumers. And when this information are highly tuned to consumer interest, then, there 
is much pricing flexibility. In physical shops where stable prices are implemented, they 
do not take it as a burden when consumers are not on the positive side with the prices. It is 
fixed, is “you buy or you leave it, this is mostly practiced by traditional companies. 
 
Online shopping can offer hyperlinks to more extensive product information such as price 
comparism, product testimonies, and so many others. But traditional companies which 
offer stable prices in most cases do not make provision to compare or adjust prices. 
 
Promotions are exhibitions of flexible pricing mechanism and this mechanism are carried 
out by most internet companies to achieve the height of sales. Stable prices exhibit the 
reverse. A flexible pricing feature goes along with every necessary information the 
consumer might need. But stable prices practiced mostly by traditional companies, does 
not attach other information, the clerk might even be too busy to give as much 
information that the consumer desires. 
 
Flexible prices can easily be navigated without any inconveniences, this actually is related 
to the user interface provided by online, and this eventually reduces the effort to perform 
choice and purchasing task of consumer. But to acquire information about stable prices 
provided by traditional companies, the consumer will need to scarifies time and more 
effort for the purchases to be successful.  
 
4.2.2 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ONLINE COMPANIES AND TRADITIONAL 
 COMPANIES 
 
Internet companies either business – to – business or business – to – Consumer must 
make fundamental choices about how to compete in its choosing market. With this, there 
emerges a question, which is ; “ how should the market be segmented/ arranged, in terms 
of prices, product offering, quality, brands and so on. With this ideal they try to see how 
they can add value to their product offers. Hence, knowing if what they offer, add value to 
targeted consumers is a concern the company cannot overlook. A number of strategic 
choices are unique to the present economy, such as, which kind of technology – enabled 
customer interface to use for efficient operation “(Jeffrey F. Rayport et al. 2001)” .Hence, 
the difference between e - commerce business companies and traditional brick – and – 
mortal business companies will be analyzed according Jeffrey et al. Below as follows. 
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-  Core strategic decisions are technology - base 
  
Now and days virtual companies commingled customer services, its look and feel 
consumer experience, the content of site, with technological decisions. These decisions 
relate to the selection of services provided, common business systems, approaches to web 
design to mention a few. On the other hand brick and mortal companies cannot extract 
technological choices from the strategic decision making. In this sense their technological 
decisions are not as tightly linked to strategy.  
 
 

- A real – time competitive Responsiveness. 
 

In the virtue world, business-to-consumer storefronts are frequently engaged in dynamic 
dialogues on the public platform of the web, this virtue transparency enable companies   
duplicate competitor’s success with ease. Also, some strategy writer, have introduced the 
notion of speed base competition which in most cases is not applicable in the traditional 
companies. In this global world the speed of decision making has been reduced from 
months to minutes due to the advent of internet technology. So the speed of innovation, 
branding, ease of use, operation effectiveness, product assortment, pricing assessment and 
so on are use by companies to maintain differentiation. Thus internet companies posses 
more of these qualities than traditional companies. 
 
 
- The store is always open. 
 
 On the internet company’s stores are always readily available to carry – on business 
activities at any moment. The store web storefront is expected to be open seven (7) days a 
week, twenty (24) hours a day and 365 days a year. This kind of operational system has 
significant effect on both consumers and the companies. On the consumer side, the buyer 
is always able to gather information, conduct product search, compare prices across 
multiple sites and make purchases. In that case consumer notions of convenient and 
availability will be accomplished. On the companies side, the level of access will force 
business to adjust both tactical responsiveness, competitive moves and strategic 
responsiveness. But on the contrary traditional companies offer limited time and services 
to their consumers.    
 
 
- The customer controls the Interaction.  
 
In carrying out purchase on the internet, the consumer control the search process, the time 
spent on various sites, the degree of price/ product comparison, the people with whom he 
or she come in contact with and the decision to purchase. But in traditional companies, 
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the controls can rest with either the buyer or seller or community member. To an extent 
the seller can  make an attempt to influence the buying process by directing the buyer to 
different products in the store, overcoming price objections because the prices are fixed. 
 More so, virtual stores can attempt to shape the consumer experience with uniquely 
targeted promotions, personalized price and product, auctioned bids, reconfiguration of 
store front to show previous search attitudes, recommendation based on past behavior of 
other similar users, access to information and so on. In a nut shell, due to control and 
information flows that the online world put in consumer hands the seller has less power in 
the online environment. 
 
   
-  Knowledge of Consumer Behaviour. 
 
As consumers undergo interactive process with the screen, the internet company has 
unprecedented access to observe and track individual consumer behaviour. So, consumer 
that are price sensitive are taken  cognizance off, with that, companies can now 
personalize product and prices, impose a certain list prices for auction bids and so on. 
Which will eventually attract the interest of the consumer. Apart from behavioral attitude 
to prices , companies can also track a host of behaviours, like website visited, length of 
stays on a site, page viewed on the site, content of wish list and shopping carts, purchases, 
repeat purchases behaviour  and many more. In the traditional companies, the level of 
consumer behaviour tracking, as compared with consumer tracking attitudes, knowledge, 
and price sensitivity is not possible.  
 
However for internet companies, information gathered can as well help them to provide 
one – to – one customized offerings which eventually enhances consumer purchases. And 
to be very dynamic in their presentation, electronic retailer can welcome a user back by 
name. From the real sense of view online business can position offers and merchandise in 
a way that is appealing to consumer’s desire, which the traditional companies cannot 
attempt.    
 
In a nut shell, each of these differences between online and traditional companies 
enhances the uniqueness of e- commerce. Hence, the strength of these differences are 
magnified when they are collectively considered. As we need to know that, the 
combination of screen – to – face effects competitive responses and one to one 
customization leads to value increment for both the firm and the consumer and increase 
purchases carried out by consumers which off course cannot be possible in tradition 
companies. 
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4.3 BUILDING RELATIONSHIP WITH CONSUMERS. 
 
The continuous existence of a business depends on consumer; this is because, no 
consumption, no purchases, and no purchases no sales. According to Moon ( 2000) in 
“(N.Bando – Padhyay 2002)” explains that  building a relationship is arguably the most 
important part of marketing in e-commerce, hence “share of customer loyalty” and the 
resulting customer purchases and retention are the major criteria for an enterprise success. 
As we need to know, the internet create an opportunity to achieve this by making 
provision of an interface that is suitable for developing a relationship with consumers on – 
line. As discussed earlier in this thesis, the interface makes provision of information to 
consumer. These information  could be pricing information on certain product that a 
consumer has an interest on, if eventually the consumer is satisfied with the price he goes 
ahead to make purchases. This information companies give help them to retain a better 
and sure information, which they use to anticipate their behaviour and 
personalize/customized a better information to the interest of these consumer “(N.Bando – 
Padhyay 2002)”. So, at the verge of giving information, they also benefit by learning 
more about the consumer and thus build a relationship. It is the relationship that keep the 
company and the consumer going which enhances the consumer to be loyal after all. 
 
In addition, relationship building practice by companies is the establishment of an 
interactive dialogue between consumers, market specialist business leaders and so on. 
More so, Moon (2000) explained that building consumer relationship involves an 
interactive cycle of knowledge acquisition, customer differentiation ( i.e differentiating 
customers according to their need and price capability ) and customization of marketing 
strategy. Hence, customizing relationship can be performed by customizing the following: 
products and service, communication techniques, distribution channels, and most all 
prices. The process of doing this strengthen a firms relationship with it’s customer. This is 
shown diagrammatically below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 : Network Technology 
Source; : Y. Moon, in N.Bando – Padhyay 2002. 
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4.4 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
 
This is about capturing information on consumers from on – line transactions and 
communication, make integration with some other corporate system to acquire a full 
picture of each customer and add value to their services “(N.Bando – Padhyay 2002)”. 
However an effective CRM provides improved communication with customers and thus 
strategies a scope for targeted marketing by monitoring customers preferences and 
circumstance. This preference could be attached to price sensitivity, product, brand e.t.c. 
Actually, it depends on the perspective from which the consumer is making a preference. 
In addition, CRM enable a company to provide customer service more effectively in real 
time by focusing on the relationship development with each individual customer through 
the use of individual account information. Jeffrey F. Rayport et al. (2001) explained that, 
customer loyalty can be gained by a company, if product that are offered suits their 
specific needs and the information is thus use to perform market analysis and plan 
expansion for better customer services. 
 
Informatively, CRM recognizes that customer are the core of a business and that a 
company’s success depends on managing its relationship with them effectively “( Seybold 
2006, and Payne 2005 )”. More so, it focuses on building long term and sustainable 
customer relationship that add value both for the customer and the selling company 
“(crm-forum.com and crmassit.com in Efraim Turban et al. 2008)”. 
 
From history, managing customer relationship is a business activity that corporations have 
practiced for generations. As evidence by many successful businesses that existed before 
the existence of computer, companies did not see the need to manage one’s customer 
well. From the mid 1990’s, competition intensified, and CRM has enhanced various types 
of information technologies “(Efraim Turban et al. 2008)”.  
 
CRM is an evolutionary response to environmental changes making use of Information 
Technology devices and tools. In the era of internet technology, the word eCRM was 
coined and that was in the mid 1990’s. That was when consumers started using web 
browser, the internet and other electronic touch points (e-mail, POS terminal, call centers 
and direct sale from internet companies to consumers). Hence, eCRM includes also online 
process applications, such as segmentation and personalization. “(Efraim Turban et al. 
2008)”. 
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4.5 CUSTOMER INTERFACE 
 
Rayport and Jayworki (2001) used a framework of 7Cs. Most times it is meaningful when 
different search interface is made available to both experience and inexperience internet 
users. In many cases experience users tend to be users with high willingness to pay, they 
are the consumers who first sign on to get access to information (prices, product, e.t.c) 
and use it most intensively either by order and making purchases “(Carl Shapiro et al.)”. 
Operationally, this interface places enormous responsibility on the organization to capture 
and represent the consumer experience because there is always no opportunity for direct 
human intervention during this encounter. So this interface has the capability to decrease 
sale or increase cost for example the screen – to – customer “(Jeffrey F. Rayport et al. 
2001)”. Furthermore, customer interface is seen as the front-end of a company’s e-
business, just like the reception desk in an office building “(N. Bandyo – Padhyay 2002)”. 
This interface directs a customer to the right services required which could be information 
of product/prices; hence the content of the website is the door way to on – line business 
and thus give more valuable information about the entails of a company. Rayport and 
Jayworki (2001) represent interface design choices, these are listed and explained 
individually below as follows: 
 
CONTEXT 
 
The context at which a web site is created captures consumers inference about the web 
entails. Explanatively, some websites could focus heavily on interesting graphics, colours, 
and designed features while some others might emphasize simple utilitarian, depending 
on the ease to navigate the web in both cases. In other words, some website is presented 
in a clean, understandable and functional interface, while some are colorful and lively 
which could be aimed at young users. 
 
CONTENT. 
 
This concern deals with digital issues, for example, text, video, audio, graphics, as well as 
other domains which include product, services, and information offerings. Informatively, 
context considers the how of a web site while content focuses on the what.  However the 
objective of a well designed interface is to give consumers good experience while 
shopping and during purchasing process. 
 
COMMUNITY. 
This is an environment where a forum is created for user – to – user contact or one user 
and many users (chat rooms). Thus, users of e - business like to form communities. 
Community can be explained as a virtue environment where interaction occurs between 
site users. In this environment buyers and sellers interact for the purpose of buying and 
selling. Sellers make known to consumers what is available for sale and consumer make 
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preference and carry out purchases. Also interaction  between friends, family, companies , 
individual take place in this environment.  
 
CUSTOMIZATION: This is a web site that can be personalized to consumers making 
know to them what is available to be sold. Some times, this personalized product are 
highly tuned to consumers interest, where by,  consumer access according to their needs 
and preferences and thus carry out purchases. In other words it can be seen as interaction 
that occurs between site users ( Seller and the buyer). This could be done by features 
which enable users to tailor a website to fit their own requirement. Customization can also 
be done by a company. For example a web site can get personal information submitted by 
a consumer and use it to target messages on appropriate products. 
 
COMMUNICATION: 
  
 It is an occurrence between a consumer and a site. It can be done in different forms, 
which are ; site – to – user communication for example emails notification, user – to – site 
or two way communication which could be between the user and customer service( 
customer service request). Informatively, the latter is possible by using call centre which 
help a user to click a call me button which links to a telephone number in the customer 
service. It can also be done by text base dialogue or a chat service. 
 
CONNECTION. 
 
This can be seen as linkages between one site and another site. It can be considered as a 
button that connects the user to a relevant service in another organization. For example 
when an air company provide a link to an hotel accommodation service for a customer. 
 
COMMERCE. 
   
Is an online transactional, shopping , search  facility. Without it, internet companies will 
not exist. So, is the most common feature for most dotcom companies. Thus, the quality 
of the interface is significant to their survival/ existence. For example Landsend.com 
which has the typical shopping basket that can be accessed anytime in the shopping 
experience. It include such information as quantity, description, size, prices and 
availability, and it also provides options;  “ to delete  unwanted item” and “ order more of 
particular or different item”. As a summary feature, the site displays the total price of 
items, extra services, taxes ( if applicable) , shipping costs and grand total. The customer 
can check it out if everything in the shopping basket is accepted and thus carry out 
purchases. 
 
In a nut shell the concepts of (the 7Cs are not separate from each other. Thus a very well 
design interface combines these concepts, so that they can reinforce with each other and 
support business approaches. According to Jeffrey F. Rayport et al (2001) Fit and 
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Reinforcement of the 7Cs are show diagrammatically below. Informatively fit refers to 
the extent at which each of the 7Cs support business model, while reinforcement is about 
the degree of consistency between the 7Cs.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 : Fits and Reinforcement of Cs 
Source : Jeffrey F. Rayport et al. (2001) pg 117 
 
4.6  UNDERSTANDING CONSUMER  BEHAVIOUR. 
 
If there is no understanding of consumer behaviour, a relationship cannot be built or 
formed between a company and consumers; therefore an understanding of consumer 
behaviour is vital for all companies, both physical and virtual. According to “ (Cole C. A.  
2007 )” who explained that , one principle that holds in the true market place is that, 
before marketers can effectively respond to consumers demand, they must first 
understand the consumer . Also Jeffrey F. Report et al. (2001) explains; as the consumer 
control the interaction, the firm has unprecedented access to observe and track the 
consumer behavior, in this sense a host of behaviour can be tracked like ; page view on 
the site, length of stays on a site, response to prices, website visited, repeat purchase 
behaviour and so many other metrics. This ability to track behavior translates into real-
time customer financial estimates using metrics such as acquisition cost, behaviourally 
oriented communication pricing structures, retention cost e.t.c. As a matter of fact 
companies armed with this information can provide one – to – one customization of 
offering to individual consumer, and could as well have an ideal in carrying out auction 
process to maximize sale. 
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4.7 CONSUMER PURCHASES BEHAVIOR ON LINE 
 
At the level of the individual consumer, the new concerns are the process by which 
consumer make decision to purchase in the new environment. ( Peterson et al. 1997). 
Informatively , the first stage of consumer decision to purchase enhances subsequent 
activity, thus consumer is compelled to fill the gap between the actual state (deprivation) 
and desired state ( fulfillment) when the threshold of recognizing the basis of purchases is 
reached. Informative the basis for purchasing behaviour can be influenced by external or 
internal factors. For instance, an increase in a consumers financial status can instigate  
consumption decision; running out of stock can lead to a depletion that will demand 
restocking ; marketing stimuli, like new product announcement or sales promotion 
campaign, auctions bids , personalized prices that is highly tuned to consumers interest , 
can lead the individual consumer to perceive a particular want for a product, and thus 
purchase “ (Cole C. A.  2007 )”. In this sense the purchasing behaviour varies from one 
consumer to another, though there are some routine purchases that consumer cannot 
overlook , then it becomes an habit while there some hi-fi purchases like, cars , an 
apartment, electronic gadgets e.t.c then it involves great sense of personal involvement in 
the decision to purchase. Not withstanding the situated conditions surrounding the 
purchasing proceeds , consumers tend to be influenced with prices at all time. In other 
words, it doesn’t matter whether is a routine or not, when price of certain product are 
considerably tuned to consumer interest it tend to influence their purchasing behaviour by 
instigating them to make purchases even when it is not planned.  
 
According to  Cole ( 2007 )  in terms of recognizing the basis at which a consumer is to 
purchase, the internet marketer can capture the consumer at the early stage in the process. 
In other words, the marketer by virtue of powerful databases of consumer information, is 
in a position to know and anticipate the consumers needs and wants. More so, what ever 
stands as an instigator to enhance the consumer purchase behaviour will also be know and 
can thus be used to pass information of product and prices to consumers interest. He went 
further to explain that internet companies may be in position to manage the consumer 
purchasing functions in a way that has only been know in the business – to – business 
market. For example the benefits of EDI emphasis the effectiveness of automatic re – 
order prompts at specific stocks levels, product/prices service update and automatic 
upgrades for values customers. Indeed with this the purchasing decision becomes less 
complex for the buyer, and more manageable and effective. Thus, such relationships are 
now increasingly possible at the consumer level. 
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4.8 IMPACT OF FLEXIBLE PRICING ON CONSUMER PURCHASE 
 DECISION  ONLINE 
 
When prices of product are accesses able with variations, consumers see the need to carry 
–on purchases without so much benefit of doubt , that is if they  can afford it or not. 
According to chris Anderson (2006) in his book he ask a question which was “should 
prices go down with demand or should they rise”. However, it depends on the product, he 
explained, stating that, one way to look at it is to distinguish between “ want market” and 
“need market” each of which have certain implication on prices and consumer decision to 
purchase. 
 
Need market are those consumers who specifically is in need of certain commodity that 
they can only find online. Consumers in this situation do not have any option but to 
purchase the product not withstanding the price. In other words because of the keen 
interest consumer will refuse to be caught up with price sensitivity. This consumer can   
be classified as the zealots consumers also. 
 
On the other hand, the want market is optional for consumers. For the right prices a 
consumer can be encourage to try something new. Thus, these are prices that could be 
tuned to consumer’s interest. Hence the manifestations of this flexible pricing, has a great 
influence on consumers decision to purchase. However for a need market , pricing  would 
lead to a more gradual sale decay and a flatter demand curve in a company, but for want 
market the adoption runs against the advantages of single and flexible – price simplicity 
and enhances more purchases. 
  
As explained in the earlier part of this thesis work, when prices are flexible, it doesn’t 
matter whether is the “want”  or  “need” market, purchases are carried out very quickly, 
because at this point , consumers that find interest ( the zealots) and the once who do not 
find so much interest will see need to purchase.  Just as Carl Shapiro et al. 1999 explains 
when prices of product are charge with a low/ several optional prices, then the product 
will sell fast to each and different consumer, at that consumer maximizes willingness – to 
– pay he explained. This actually increases purchases and maximizes sales. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 
5.1 Conceptual development 
 
In consideration to my research question, the indept analysis of past literatures gave me as 
insight to come up with a concept with which I used to evaluate my research problem and 
thus analyze my findings. Hence, the research results are analyzed in the research findings 
diagrammatically below as follows. 
 
5.2 Research findings and analysis 
 
In an attempt to carry out this research work at start, some problem came up as a question 
, which I felt there was need to carry out a research on, so that, an answer can be 
provided. Thus, from the research problem, I erupted the research topic. However the 
findings of this research work is represented with diagrams, which is drawn for the better 
understanding of any reader. And  thus, serve as a solution to the research problems. 
Informatively, the diagrams will be drawn in segment to analyze critically the emphasis of 
the research findings.  
   
Research question  1: 
 In what way does price flexibility have an impact on consumer behaviour? 
 
The findings of this question will be explained with diagram in three segment. The first 
one is “pricing behavioral problem solving” the second is “ Consumer purchasing process 
on the internet” while the third is “ is price flexibility and it impact on consumer 
purchases behaviour.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Pricing Behavioral problem Solving. 
Source : Own Development 
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 In purchasing process, situations are placed along the continuum according to the 
degree of active reasoning that is essential for a certain purchasing decision to be made. 
Consumers are faced with diverse problem that could influence their buying decisions. 
For instance the saying that goes “all hands are not equal”, empathically, some consumers 
are constrained with limited finances, some are not, while some are improving. Besides 
there is another instance were the consumer is comfortable and experienced in the buying 
process, just like a routine. More so, it could be a case where the consumer has no idea in 
the entire process and thus demands a great sense of personal involvement in the 
purchase. At this point is there a limited problem solving situation, when involvement is 
relatively low, when there is limited income and when there is limited time then this 
situation prevail. 
 
However, the pricing arrangement enhances consumers at any side of the coin to carry out 
purchases, in others words, consumers that are assumed to be negligent in the entire 
process could as well decide to give a trial due to the influence of price. Then, Consumers 
that are left with an ordeal of considering purchases at the expense of how much will go 
for it, will as well be influences with the pricing arrangement. So, every consumer at what 
ever situation will be involved in the whole process which eventually could enhance 
maximum purchases.  
 
Figure 5.2 Consumer purchasing process on the internet.  
Source : Own Development 
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Consumer purchasing involves decisions on where, when and how to buy. Informatively, 
most consumer do not shop only to buy, shopping intentions involves lots of 
diversification which emerges from different perspective, these could be; self 
gratification, learning about new internet trends and it’s offers. Also, there are other social 
motives like communicating on the same interest with others, peer group attraction, the 
pleasure in bargaining and haggling and so much more. 
 
Thus internet companies see need to build their web site in a more existing interesting and 
informative way to induce consumers purchases and thus have an advantage over their 
competitors. As explained earlier every consumer has the basis for purchases, so, the way 
pricing and product information are passed to consumer determines their decision in the 
buying process.  
Figure 5.3 Price flexibility and Consumer Purchases Behaviour online. 
Source : Own Development 
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Informatively, the diagram above is a broad explanation of what figure 5.1 and 5.2 has 
explained. As earlier said, information has a great impact on consumers intention to 
purchase and even to re – repurchase. Some internet companies have seen the need to use 
flexible pricing mechanism to carry out their business sales. Thus, this mechanism has 
gone a long way to influence their business success. Let’s consider for example Amazon  
(www.amazon.com ) he uses all pricing mechanism named in the diagram above to 
operate the sales of its product and it’s company is one of the best, world wide. Though 
other company’s like Dell ( www.dell.com) , ebay ( www.ebay.com ), yahoo! 
(www.yahoo.com) are very successful company, but they operate their sales with some of 
the pricing mechanism. Ebay for example operate more with auctions, Dell operate more 
with personalization/customization, yahoo operate more with personalization/ 
customization though it also serve as a search engine ( See  Chapter Four, (4.2) ).  
Just like prices can be made flexible that is how consumer can be made flexible to 
purchases too. In this sense consumers with an intention to window shop could decide to 
purchase like the consumer who was perfectly ready to purchase for immediate 
consumption due to flexibility in prices.     
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Research question 2 
 
Which is most appreciated by consumers “Flexible prices” or “Stable prices” 
 
Figure 5.4 : Flexible and Stable prices consumers preferences 
Source : Own Development 
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As it is shown on the diagram above, consumers at different reasons behind their 
purchases appreciate prices that are flexible than when they are stable. As described in the 
diagram above, at all level of preferences, only one preference went to stable pricing 
mechanism that is manage and fueled by a traditional company while other preferences 
where for the flexible pricing that is managed and fueled by internet companies.  
 
Research question 3 
 
Does Company’s attitude in implementing prices enhance any relationship / bond 
 between them and consumers? 
 
Figure 5.5 :  Pricing mechanism as a  relationship tool. 
Source : Own Development 
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There are several things that company’s can use in building a relationship between them 
and consumer, knowing fully well that they are operating in an increasingly competitive 
environment. Companies tend to treat consumers like royalty as they try to influence them 
to buy their product. However finding a committed, loyal and faithful consumer is a major 
success for most business. Hence one of the major way to build a comprehensive and 
effective relationship with consumer is an understanding of the consumer behaviour . 
Figure  5.5 explains pricing policy of a company which can build a relationship between 
consumer and company’s. As we can see on the diagram above, consumer who purchases 
due to the way prices are presented might as well decide to repurchase. Companies try to 
track consumers during their purchasing process and that enables them to arrange their 
product and prices in a way better way, which is tuned to consumer’s interest. In other 
words, understanding that a consumer is price sensitive enhances maximum sales by the 
companies, this is because it help them adjust as fast as possible to maximize sales. And 
this instigates the consumer to keep purchasing, repurchase. In this sense the consumer is 
trapped and a bond is formed. Which implies , the company understands the consumer’s 
desire and the consumer is loyal. 
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5.3       CONCLUSION 
 
Flexible pricing mechanism that has a great impact on purchasing behaviour on line 
according to my research are explained diagrammatically below as follows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  5. 6 Pricing Mechanism 
Source : Own Development 
 

• Internet companies take it as a responsibility to influence consumer to patronize 
their product. That, to a large extent determines a company’s success. More so, it is 
significant to change consumer purchasing behaviour in a long lasting way, if for 
example a company attract a consumer with prices which is tuned to their interest 
at first purchase, the continuity of such pricing implementation keeps the consumer 
going with the purchase and thus be faithful and loyal. In this sense the company 
has influence the consumer’s attitude to keep purchasing at any point in time, so it 
becomes the consumer behaviour. 
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electronic auctions in business – to – consumer context has lead to increase internet 
business activities. Auctions can be carried out in the internet in so many ways. 
Which are; One Buyer one seller: in this kind of auction both parties can  negotiate 
or bargain. And the concluding price will be determined by the bargaining power 
which is supply and demand at that point in time.  

 
• Thus, in the  bargaining environment a  consumer can also send a request for 

quotes , in this sense the  items that the consumer intend to purchase and the 
affordable prices are stated , so is now left for the seller to accept or reject, or opt 
for more bargain. Furthermore, there is also one seller- many buyers, one buyer – 
many potential sellers (reverse option and name your own price), Many sellers- 
Many buyers.  

 
• Informatively, these different techniques of exhibiting auctions bids practiced by 

company’s gives consumers the benefit to purchase at a price that suit their 
interest. As shown in the figure 5.3 above. Also we can see from the diagram that, 
apart from auctioning , there are other ways through which flexible pricing 
information are passed to consumers. It is nice to know that consumers carry out 
purchases at a different level/platform or reasoning, so when information of 
products that are sold to consumers is generally tuned to their interest, then 
purchases will be more and sales will be maximized. 

 
• However from the analysis of my conceptual development it is obvious consumers 

prefer flexible prices because they want products that are cheap, affordable and in 
good quality, also to suit their interest from any perspective they are seeing it from. 
Majority consumers are not willing to pay for high expensive product, like those in 
the physical shops where the prices are stable and not negotiable , unless, the 
demand for that product is seen as a necessary requirement at that point in time 
when there is no alternative, then purchases can be made. In this case, it does not 
matter the income level ( High or low) of the consumer, if for instance is high level 
income  earner, it’s therefore possible to purchase as much as possible if the prices 
are considerably tuned to the interest of consumer than when it high and stable. 

 
•  However , ecommerce has provided an advantage ; whereby during purchasing 

process a consumer have access to prices of different categories, compare and 
contrast, evaluate what they can afford, then carry out purchases. Hence during this 
process internet companies see it as a great concern to trap the behaviour of these 
consumers so that better implementation can be done to attract/ interest these 
consumers  to repurchase when there is need for it and keep up with the habit of 
purchasing at a certain price ( reduce/ special offers) at  the same company. Well, 
consumers as used in this thesis work refers to every individual who see the need 
to purchase any kind of product not actually place in any category. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
 
6.1 SUMMARY 
 
As show in the diagram above ( Fig 5.1,5.2,5.3 ) , the impact of pricing mechanism is an 
issue that should not be underestimated in a company’s business management. Though 
there are other factors that could stand as an automatum for a consumer to purchase, but 
few researchers have come to the conclusion that pricing issues is a primary/ major factor 
that enhances purchases and maximizes company sales volume. For example M. Bichler 
et al. explained that the use of flexible pricing add price as a control variable, and make 
demand forecasting a much more complex process that needs to be coupled with pricing 
process, hence most companies that participate in auctions and other flexible pricing 
mechanism have rich and constant change of consumer demands. Also, Joan Morris et al. 
(2000), explained that the primary importance of price cannot be overlooked. Though 
could not be the sole parameter determining a purchase, but certainly plays a central role 
in the decision to purchase. Thus Chris tang et al. ( 2001 ) stated in his research that price 
fluctuation gives consumers  the opportunity to  stock when the price is low, and defer 
purchases in instances where the price is high. 
 
However it will be nice to recognize the fact that consumers sometime prioritize the basis 
of their purchases which could render prices  less significant  even when is considered as 
a relevant factor. Hence, Joan Morris et al. (2000), explained in his research that when a 
parameter/factor is ranked more important that price to make purchases, then its value is 
considered to be a requirement for purchases. But if the factor/ parameter for purchases is 
considered to be less important than prices for purchasing product, then, the ranges for 
acceptance is seen as preferences rather than requirement. Thus my conceptual 
development explained how flexible pricing can affect the behaviour of consumers to 
purchase, not withstanding the basis for purchases. In this sense, consumers who are 
really out to carry out purchase for immediate consumption and the once that is carrying 
out product information search for the fun it ( window shopping ) are influence to carry 
out purchases due to way the pricing information where made available. In other words if 
prices are seen as preferences by consumers, then it goes for any category of consumption 
purpose.   
  
 
In consideration to my conceptual development, the typical use of electronic auctions has 
been in a business – to – consumer context, where by the negotiation are restricted to 
prices and other attributes of the product are fixed and could be insignificant. According 
to Sena et al.  2004, research on the internet auctions using ebay as an example , have 
examined various measures reputation on the likelihood of successful sale occurring, and 
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in particular, on the final price for products sold on line. Auctioning is a pricing 
mechanism which give’s consumer advantage over fixed prices products. 
Apart from auctioning my conceptualize findings also came up with personalization / 
customization, promoting and sales as avenue with which company can use to exhibit 
flexile pricing mechanism. 
 
As explained in my theoretical frame framework and some past research, it has shown 
that  these avenues of pricing information that are tuned to consumers enhances purchase 
and could thus influence their buying  behaviour. For some companies, flexibility is the 
ultimate, because it attract not only the zealots consumers but also the non -  zealots in 
term of purchases, and this help companies to maximize sales.    
 
 
Also we can see from my conceptualized development that the advent of the internet, 
ecommerce to be precise, has greatly effected the way prices are now implemented by 
internet companies . This is due to the fact that the internet has brought a lot of challenges 
to many companies, now and days companies want to be on top, in other words on the 
winning side ( win – win strategic application) , so, they tend to see how well their 
organization are properly managed to attain maximum height. Obviously, consumers are 
the backbone of any companies success apart from internal procurement. In this sense 
consumer patronage increases the companies’ objective, which in most cases is to 
optimize sales and maximize profit. Hence, the more consumers make purchases the 
higher the companies are climbing because it enhances maximum sales and retain profit.  
 
In a nut shell, most companies has discovered this fact and some are yet to discover. For 
companies who still operate their sales by implementing stable prices have a tale to tell 
about how they maximize sales . There is need to see the ease at which flexible pricing 
enhances profitability by internet companies, because at every excuse which a consumer 
has to give, always have a remedy when prices are flexible. So as company’s offer this 
advantage to consumers, they use it as an opportunity to know consumers better which 
also create a relationship which I term as “electronic bond” between them and consumers. 
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6.2 IMPLICATION FOR THEORY 
 
The purpose of this study is to address how pricing arrangement made by internet 
companies motivate consumers to purchase on line and how satisfied they are with the 
pricing information. Also, to access how flexible pricing influence their buying decision 
than stable prices. However the study has covered different related areas like, consumer’s 
behaviour, ecommerce and pricing flexibility which stand as a factor for more purchases 
and enhances companies to maximize sales. 
 
To enhance maximum information on the data analysis, several established theories, from 
books journals, internet, discussion related to flexible pricing and consumer behaviour 
were explored. Hence in relation to the research question and the findings, the study 
supported the existing literature on and around the subject area.  
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6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
It would be of great interest to carry out a research with more variables and with the use 
of respondents on this topic viewing it strictly from the company’s perspective (B2B), 
using research questions and empirical data as a method of research analysis. 
 
 Also, a more quantitative research can be carried out on traditional companies and 
internet companies, consideration the extent at which the gap that internet companies 
create  with the traditional companies and thus analyze how the operation of the 
traditional companies  would become in the nearest future.  
 
Hence it would be interesting to study the non – zealots internet consumers, how they see 
pricing issues on the internet and how it could affect their decisions when prices tend to 
be stable, this actually should be carried out with a research question . Indebt qualitative 
research can also be done on consumer choice as a determining factor of purchases on the 
internet.  
 
It would be possible to carry out an indebt research on customer relationship 
management, how it affect sales, consumer decision,  choice recognition , post – 
purchases and price sensitivity. 
 
It would be interesting to focus on a single pricing mechanism, analyzed with quantitative 
and qualitative research to examine critically consumer response to such mechanism 
adopt by certain companies.   
 
To give a glearing picture of the significant of pricing mechanism, it would be nice to 
choose a particular online company and carry out critically its general operation process, 
then make a comparism with its gains and loss in an attempt to be flexible. I would finally 
say here that a study can be carried out on this same topic in 3, 7, 11 years time, and then 
it would be easy to see which factors are more important in influencing consumer 
behaviour since ecommerce is unpredictable and constantly changes from time to time 
due to rapid development. 
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